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PEACE CONFERENCE
MEETS AT ROLLINS
DURING WEEKEND

Fatal Moment as Giant Hindenburg Exploded

Four Florida Colleges And
Universities Participate
In Meetings
LOVELACE IS PRESIOENT
Delegates Are Entertained At
Reception
The Peace Society of Rollins College was host to the Peace Societies of the University of Florida,
Florida Southern Women's College,
Stetson, and Florida Southern at
the first annual joint peace conference of Florida Colleges on
Saturday and Sunday, May 8 and
9, when they met to discuss the
means of furthering peace promotion in the intercollegiate peace
groups of Florida.
The first meeting of the delegates for the two-day conference
was Friday evening, following a
welcoming dinner at the College
Commons, when the representatives were entertained at a reception given by Dr. Holt.
The program
for
Saturday
morning included three group disThe first of these dis•yn "How to Keep the
United States Out of War" was led
by Dr. Clark. Under the leadership of Prof. Trowbridge the following group considered "World
Tension Spots". Completing the
morning's activities a group of
one delegate from each college met
to discuss the plans for a Florida
Intercollegiate Peace Council and
to draw up a constitution.
Saturday afternoon the delegates
met in the Annie Russell Theatre
to hear the reports of the peace
activities on the various campi and
to study the means by which the
peace programs may be strengthened and cooperate with the city,
state, and national peace movements.
Sunday morning the delegates
again came together and elected
the officers for the following year.
James Lovelace of Gainesville,
president; Marita Stueve of Rollins, vice-president; Jack Johnson
of Southern, secretary-treasurer,
and Virginia Allen, Tallahassee,
and Orrin Prince, Southern, were
(Continued on page 2, col. 6)

OLDHAM TO SPEAK
AlOAGGALAUREATE
Service To Be May 30; Chalmers Gives Address
PLAN

4 - DAY PROGRAM

Politics ?
P. L P. C.

(Complete Campus Coverage)

GEORGE WADDELL
ELECTED HEAD OF
STUDENT COUNCIL

L
SPEECH 10 BE
HELD MAY 15

GIVE "BROKEN
14

Sponsored By College And
Orange County Bar
Association
OPEN TO HIGH SCHOOLS
Contest Consists Of Debating
And Oratory
Widespread interest in the first
annual Orange County Interscholastic Speech Tournament to be
held at Rollins College next Saturday, May 15, is reported by officials of the College as they plan
details of the competitions.
The tournament, which is being
sponsored jointly by the College
and the Orange County Bar Association, has for its purpose the
stimulation of interest in speech
among the senior high schools of
Orange County. The tournament,
which will consist of contests in
debating and oratory, is open to
the students in all senior high
schools in the county.
Two beautiful trophies are offered by the Orange County Bar
Association for the winning schools
and Rollins College is offering
gold and silver medals for the individual winners. Both the debating and the oratory trophies must
be won by a school three times to
become a permanent possession.
The contest in debating will
open in the morning at 9 A. M. for
the preliminary elimination competition. The final debate contests as well as the oratory contest will take place in the evening
at 8:15. The proposition to be
used in the debate contest is: "Resolved, that Congress shall be empowered to fix minimum wages
and maximum hours for industry."
The contestants in oratory have a
free choice of subject but all orations must be entirely original and
written by the contestant.
The elimination competition and
the final contests will take place
in the Annie Russell Theatre.
In debating, it is announced,
each school may enter two teams,
one team to debate the affirmative side of the question and one
team to debate the negative side.
(Continued on page 2, col. 3)

Torn apart by a series of terrific explosions, thi giant German Zeppelin Hindenburg became a blazing aerial pyre as this remarkable picture was snapped by a cameraman awaiting the landing of the
airship at its Lakehurst, N. J., mooring mast. Plunging to earth, the dirigible crumpled, a twisted mass
of white-hot wreckage, bringing death to 35 persons and injury to 50 ^ o r e . The huge airship, ready
to land at the Lakehurst naval air station when it exploded, carried 26 passengers and a crew of 61.
Most of the survivors were burned or injured.

NEWS
Undercurrents
By DON BRADLEY

Siewert Shows Shots of Florida Diving Exhibition
PICTURES

IN

COLOR

Showing interesting v vs of the
Rollins campus, Mr. H nan Siewert, a member of the amateur
photographers unioi
entertained
the student body at
all college
assembly, Wednesday, ay 5, with
some movies, in natural colors,
which he took during the past
year.
There were some shots of the
diving exhibitions given by Jimmy Bowen, Jack Makemson, and
Katherine Rawls during the 1936
State High School Swimming Meet.
Views were shown of the colorful scenery of the Texas Centennial. Then the photographer gave
a panoramic view of Old Mexico,
showing the styles of architecture
peculiar to the country. The students were given a chance to see
the recording of one of Mexico's
favorite sports, bullfighting.
Back to Rollins again, we saw
the arrival of President Holt by
train in 1935. Everyone looked
pretty happy, in spite of the fact
that it was raining.

Just two years ago this coming
month the curtain was rung up on
the final act of the League of Nations. There was a great deal of
bluster, some bluff, a desperate
eleventh hour stand, and then
Eden and England deserted the
League, excusing the withdrawal
on the grounds that world cooperation was impossible against Italy.
Actually England had never backed the League, but rather, demanded that Geneva back England.
The Italian fiasco was not the
death-blow, it was just a finishing
touch. As a matter of fact the
League of Nations became an impossible organization way back in
1919, when the United States, for
selfish political reasons, refused to
become a member. Our country
might be compared to the person
that thought he could hang on to
the back of the apple-cart, jumping
off before any collision occurred, a
sort of sneak-thief, eating the apples, yet never helping to gruide
and preserve the cart. This is past
history however, and must be remembered as an unsuccessful attempt to unite the World for the
World's good.
Peace Movement Afoot
Today there- is a strong movement afoot in America to cause us
to remain neutral in time of w^ar.
Laudable as this idea is, there is
one salient point that any neutrality program may not answer.
The whole World acts as an economic unit; the United States, contrary to some people's belief, is a
definite part of this body. When
the unit is upset, we are upset,
when the rest of the World fights
we must take an active part, or
remain at the mercy of the victor.
The thought of America should not
be, "Peace at any cost" but, "The
preservation of Democracy at any
cost", for it is through this form
of Government that the success of
universal peace will be established.
The Democracies should unite
and present a strong front to all,
hoping that eventually their basic
strength will persevere, to lead the
embattled Nations of the World
out of conflict into a true League
of Nations, as democratic as our
own United States.
Europe Headed For War
There is little doubt that Europe
is heading for a war. When the
scrap will come is the only ques(Continued on page 2, col. 1)

Andre Billy Gives Good Review of
"La Matemelle," French Play

Et. Rev. G. Ashton Oldham,
Episcopal Bishop of Albany, N. Y.,
and Dr. Thomas Chalmers, profesTuesday, the fourth, "La Matersor of history at Rollins College, nelle" was given in Annie Russell
will be the principal speakers at Theatre. Many people from Winthe Commencement Week program ter Park joined the important
at Rollins from May 30 to June 2, group of the faculty and students
. President Hamilton Holt has an- that were eager to see the worldnounced.
wide famous film. In all respects,
Bishop Oldham, who will deliver both representations wei-e entirely
the Baccalaureate Sei-vice Sunday, successful.
May 30, is the father of Miss M.
As the first part of the program.
Perry Oldham and Miss Hhnily P. Hazel Bowen gave three French
Oldham, both students at Rollins, songs, "Les Berceaux" by Faure,
and one of the country's most emi- "II Neige" by Bemberg, "
"
nent figures in the Episcopal by Barbirolli. She needs no inChurch.
ti'oduction to the Rollins public
He entered the priesthood of the which already had many opporEpiscopal Church in 1905 and tunities to enjoy the excellent
served, successively, at Grace qualities of her voice.
Church, St. Thomas's Church, and
"La Maternelle" continued the
St. Luke's Church in New York,! program. "La Maternelle" is takand later as rector of St. Ann's i en from a novel by Frapie. "La
Church in Brooklyn. He became Maternelle" (i. e. I'ecole materbishop coadjutor of the Diocese of nelle) is the school where children
Albany in 1922 and seven years go from four to seven before they
later was elected bishop of Albany. I are sent to primary school. The
Dr. Chalmers, who will give the j story happens in Montmartre, one
Commencement Address Wednes- of the most picturesque parts of
day morning, June 2, joined the Paris, but one hiding many misforfaculty of Eollins several years ago j tunes and much misery. There are
as winter term professor of his- I two parallel plots. The first centory, and public lecturer in adult | ters around Rose, the leading chareducation. A former Congrega- acter, who leaves marriage and
tional minister, he sei-ved pastor- pleasure for a life of alti-uism.
ates in Port Huron, Mich., and The secondary plot shows us the
Manchester, N. H., before entering cause for Rose's action. When Rose
the profession of teaching. Since arrives at the institution she finds
1920 he has been profssor of his- a little girl, Marie, in whose pertory at Boston University. He was son ai-e embodied all the causes
which justify the abandonment of
(Continued on page 2, col. 6)

OR. DON TULLIS

her former life—these two characters form a striking contrast, one
is a mother, with unrestrained tenderness and the necessity to give
love, the other is hypersensitive,
pathetic, and desperately in need
of what Rose has to give and what
her mother, a streetwalker, could
not possibly give her. And while
the story of Rose and Marie unfolds we see all the other 'Maries'
and the miserable conditions of
their life in Montmartre, a section
of Paris picturesque and squalid.
Rose prefers the job of a scrub
woman, although she is offered a
higher position after demonstrating her ability, to attract children
and handle them well. There are
series of incidents which show the
vast need of social order through
the affiliation between Rose and
Marie and their ultimate separation by the doctor of the institution who wants to marry Rose. By
her acceptance, the hopes of Marie
are shattered. The little girl
thought she had finally found her
friend and liberator. She thought
that Rose's high ideals brought her
out of reach of the mundane attraction ferment, and those love
images of her mother with strangers assaulted her and brought her
to the river front. For Marie these
pictures are even more hideous
than her hate of seeing suffering
animals. This last is typified by
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)

NOTICE
Although classes for seniors
will end at 12:45 P. M. Saturday, May 29, ALL CLASSES
CONTAINING UNDERGRADUATES
WILL
MEET
THROUGH TUESDAY, JUNE
1st.

Subject Was "When God Sets
The Table"
SPEECH CHOIR RECITED
The sermon in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel on Sunday, May
9, was given by the Reverend Don
D. Tullis, minister of the Tourist
Church of Daytona Beach and
father of James Tullis, a Rollins
student of several years ago.
Dr. Tullis' sermon was entitled,
"When God Sets a Table". His
text was taken from the well-beloved twenty-third Psalm in which
occurs the sentence, "—and He
preparest a table before me in the
presence of mine enemies." Dr. Tullis excellent sermon can be summed
up in his closing sentence—"Until
we have enough universal brotherhood to sit down at God's table set
for all, we can never partake fully
of God's feast."
The Speech Choir, under the direction of Hai-ry Raymond Pierce,
made its third appearance in chapel.
Much improvement was noticed in the reading of Joaquin
Miller's "The Bravest Battle".

NUMBER 29

Durl Rodgers Made VicePresident and Gillette
Secretary
HELD SATURDAY, MAY 8
Galbraith And Rich Other
Members Of Inner Council

By means of a substantial majority over his other two competitors, George Waddell was elected
First Play To Be Directed president of the Rollins College
Student Council.
By Professor
Isabell Rodgers was elected to
Pierce
the position of vice-president, while
Gillette was elected secreI S L A S T PRODUCTION Jeanne
tary for the coming year.
Mr. E. T. Brown was re-elected
George Call To Play Lead As to the office of treasurer.
Into the Inner Council were
Cyrus Bumpsted
elected Marian Galbraith and Jack
Rich.
"Broken Dishes", by Martin
The annual elections for the ofFlavin, will be presented in the ficers of the Student Council were
Annie Russell Theatre, May 14th, held last Saturday afternoon, May
under the direction of Harry Ray- 8, at 1:30 in the Chemistry Lecture
mond Pierce. This will mark the Room of Knowles Hall.
last play of the year by the RolMr. Waddell is a member of Phi
lins Student Players.
Delta Theta fraternity. At presAlthough this is the first play ent he is the only third year man
that Professor Pierce has directed belonging to Omicron Delta Kappa.
at Rollins College, he has been For two years he has been a varsuccessful as a professional coach sity crew man. On May 1 he was
and critic, and for fifteen years elected to the position of first
was at the head of the Boston Dra- vice-president of the Florida Stumatic School, organizing and dent Government Association for
coaching professional companies to 1937-38. He has just completed
be sent out on the road.
serving as the president of the
Professor Pierce's work has Rollins Peace Society, which, unbrought him into contact with , der his chairmanship sponsored the
many of the greatest figures of I first Intercollegiate Peace Conventhe American stage, men of the I tion among the Florida Colleges
caliber of Denman Thompson, Da- and Universities.
vid Warfield, and Joseph Jefferson.
Miss Rodgers is president of
He himself was nationally known Alpha Phi sorority. This term she
in many roles, the most famous be- has been elected to Pi Gamma Mu,
ing "The Country Gentleman" and national honorary social science
"The Grand Army Man", one of ; fraternity, and has been appointed
David Warfield's plays, in which he I associate editor of the Sandspur.
had the leading role for one seaMiss Gillette is vice-president of
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority.
"Broken Dishes", a wonderfully She has recently been elected to
successful play, and written by the membership in Pi Gamma Mu, and
same author who gave to the has served as representative from
American public "The Criminal her sorority to Pan-Hellenic CounCode", tells the story of the Bump- cil.
sted family. For thirty years
Miss Galbraith and Mr. Rich are
Mrs.
Bumsted has nagged her from the Independent group.
husband. In and out of season she
barks at him her disappointment
that she married a weakling and
a failure instead of the grand
young man named Chester, whom
she had loved, but who went away
to the big city and became rich.
Cyrus decides to help his young
daughter, Elaine, to get married to
a grocer's boy that she may escape
the barrage of sour sniffs that
Mrs.
Bumpsted lays down. He Given By Carnegie Corporation Of New York
cheerfully undertakes to wash the
supper dishes when Mrs. Bumpsted and the two elder daughters
DELIVERED NEXT FALL
(Continued from page 1, col. 3)

MUSIC SEI GIVEN
10

Music Set, consistIf We Were Given Another Year Here, ingA ofCarnegie
an electric phonograph and
phonograph records as its main
Would We Take It? Not On Your Life!' 945
units, has been presented to Rollins
By LOUISE MacPHERSON
And so we are going to graduate! And how do we seniors feel
about it? Well, most of us are
wondering where those four years
went to. We spend a sizable
amount of our time designing our
respective careers as they should
have been, and would be ,if we had
them to do again. But we are
mostly occupied with looking forward. This business of "going out
into the world" has come upon us
suddenly, although we knew of
ourse that we were to receive a
egi-ee in June, 1937. When we
^ere freshmen. Time stretched bebre us endlessly, hut alas where
Millions of words of copy from
coast to coast, at this time of year
exhort, encourage, admonish the
current crop of fledglings. We are
supposed to be educated, ready to
take our place in society. Most of
us feel woefully ignorant. We
used to know all the answers. Now
we're not even sure we understand
the questions. But we have an
inkling of what education means.
We have learned how much we do
not know. A few of us will achieve
mething startling. Most of us
m't. But we hope that we all
have been taught to appreciate
hat is worthy and to pass by that
which is shoddy.
A few of us have jobs. But the

majority gaze into a nebulous future. It's all so trite, but not to
us—we are supremely conscious of
being just a statistic, but at the
same moment of being more individual than ever before.
You find us these days waxing
somewhat sentimental. The most
callous of our members can be
caught gazing wistfully at the
Chapel tower around sunset, or
fondly patting a campus tree and
a surprising number of people we
always took for granted have donned a definite halo. There are a
million things we would have liked
to have done—that we always
meant to do—but it's too late now.
We always meant to know this student or that professor better—but
—it's too late now. If we were
handed another year at Rollins,
would we take it? Not on your
life. We have work to do.
We're all of us pretty serious
these days, but you don't hear
much expounding. We have reached that silent stage, which denotes
that action is about to begin.
And we can't resist saying to
you undergraduates what all seniors must always say. Don't waste
your time. Don't be petty in your
human relationships. Don't prostitute your talents. Take advantage of your opportunities, especially when they are handed to you
(Contmued on page 6, col. 1)

College by the Carnegie Corporation of New York.
The music set, which will be
used for study purposes by students in the Conservatory of Music, will be delivered next Fall.
The electric phonograph is composed of two units, a chairside cabinet for operation and a remote
control speaker cabinet.
In addition to the electric phonograph and the 945 records, the
Carnegie Music Set includes 81
buckram record albums, each containing 12 pockets; 151 bound
scores, either miniature or octavo
size; 100 books on music; one walnut cabinet to contain the set of
81 albums; and one four-drawer
cabinet of 3900 printed card indexes of all records in the set.
Books included in the set include
histories, biographies of world famous musicians, operas, and works
on instrumentation and folkmusic.
The scores include symphonies,
symphonic
poems,
orchestral
suites, orchestral concertos, violin
concertos, double concertos, concert overtures, operatic overtures,
ballet music, miscellaneous orchestral works, string trios, etc.
The list of phonograph records
includes instrumental solo and
chamber music, orchestral compositions, operas, chorals, art songs
from many nations, and national
songs in solo and ensemble from
the world's music literature.
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Student Editors at Rollins

|

By DON BRADLEY

BOOK l i n E N B!
PAIIEE POBLISHEO

As Roval Coach Passed in Review

(Continued from page 1, col. 4)
tion. Armaments are growing by
leaps and bounds, including our
own. The balance of power is fast
shifting away from England and
France. Something is due to explode.
Italy's Arm.y and Navy budget
for 1937 is greater than it was
during the Ethiopian war. Germany has floated her second Reichbank loan this year, the country's
credit is tied up in the Treasury.
Hungary held her first large military maneuvers since the World
War this last week, exhibiting a
very modern fighting force. German ministers are scuttling from
Berlin to Rome, Belgrade, Budapest, Vienna and back, as fast as
possible, to prepare for the coming Italian-German parleys between Hitler and Mussolini. The
whole picture becomes more sinister every day.
The Hindenburg Disaster
The explosion of the Von Hindenburg is a disaster that might
will end the use of dirigibles in
passenger seiwice for a long time.
The concensus of opinion, however,
shows that Germany will continue
to build them if only for the psychological effect these giant airships, possibly bomb-carriers, will
have on foreign cities. An ironic
development of the case is that
the day after the tragic crash Congress voted to extend the sale of
helium, controlled almost singly
by the United States. If the Von
Hindenburg had been filled with
this gas, instead of with hydrogen,
no such explosion could have occurred.
Spani&h Situation Unchanged
The situation on the Spanish
front is unchanged save that Bilbao is nearer surrender. Italian
troops have captured the last range
of hills overlooking the town and
heavy artillery has been placed in
position. General Franco was extremely incensed because French
and British ships started evacuating civilians from Bilbao. The
stocky commander of Rebel forces
claimed that removal of non-combatants would release Red fighters
! i om food and worry strain.
President Ends Fishing Trip
The Pi-esident ended his fishing
trip on Monday and will return to
the White House Thursday. During his absence Congress has managed to get tangled up in the
traces and frets and fumes helplessly, awaiting the driver's steady
hand.
Washington undercurrents point
away from the Supreme Court revision plan. The best Roosevelt
can hope for now is a compromise.
There is some evidence that the
Congressional session will be extended in order that a Court bill
of any sort may be forced through.
It looks as if the New Deal were
going to try to save its face in this

W e r e 4 8 t h O u t of 304 I n s t i t u tions Tested

"First Century of American
Literature" Is Title

RANKED

IS IN STUDENT EDITION;

IN

UPPER

16%

Freshman students at Rollins
College this year are among the
"brightest" in the land.
In psychological examinations
for college freshmen given to the
students in 304 institutions of
higher learning last fall, Rollins
freshmen stood 48th which means
that they ranked in the upper
16% of the colleges.
By comparison, this year's grou'p
of first-year students can claim to
be more "intelligent" than last
year's class which ranged 65th
among 265 colleges, or in the upper 25%.
The examinations, compiled by
Drs. L. L. Thurstone and Thelma
Gwinn Thurstone of the University of Chicago, have been given
to the Rollins freshmen each fall
for eight years. The Thurstone report of the results of the test given to the students in 304 colleges
and includes all those received by
March 15, 1937. The total number of students concerned in the
report is 66,111. The same examination was given to all firstyear students.
Miss Audrey L. Packham, associate professor of education, who
is in charge of the examinations
at Rollins, explained that the test
measures general aptitude for
academic type of material. It is
given in five parts dealing with
English vocabulary, arithmetic,
work with an artificial language
and perception of likeness in
analagous figures.
The implication of the standing
of Rollins in the 48th position this
year. Miss Packham points out, is
that on the average the Rollins
freshmen are of high calibre in
mental abilities and superior to
more than 80*;^ of the average
freshmen in other colleges. The
median score for Rollins was 197.86
this year compared to a median
score of 177.23 for all the colleges.
Twenty-five per cent of the Rollins students,. Miss Packham reports, made above the score of
237.
According to the list of 304 colleges participating in the examinations this year, Florida State College for Women and Rollins College were the only institutions in
Florida taking the tests.
first major defeat of the administration.
Important Questions tor the Week
Will Italy and Germany be able
to unite on a firmer Spanish policy? Does Roosevelt intend to
chastise Congress with the new
economy drive? Is Franco planning a new push on Madrid, or are
his Spanish capital forces stalemated ?

« TOMOKAN"

'SAMDSPae,"

"BROKEN DISHES"
WILL BE GIVEN
(Continued from page 1, col. 6?
depart for an evening at the movies. First' he goes to a lodge
meeting, however, and comes home
beaming with the spirit of the occasion. He keeps silent when a
sheriff comes hunting for Chester
the Glorious, who has happened
along and is in hiding. Chester
turns out to be a crooked oil promoter, a gold-brick purveyor, and
an all-round rascal who has spent
much of his life in jail. "It would
break Jenny's heart to find that
out," Cyrus says, in explaining
why he made no effort to g e t ^ h e
ten thousand dollars reward that
would have been his had he informed on Chester. Elaine marries the grocer's boy and the play
ends with the indication of future
peace for Cyrus.
The cast is made up of many
who are well known on the local
boards. In the role of Cyrus Bumpsted, is George Call ,who played so
convincingly the part of the Bishop
in "The Bishop Misbehaves".
Frances Hyer, of "Miss Lulu
Bett" fame, has the part of Jenny
Bumpsted.
Bonar Collinson, as well as Francis Hyer, makes his last appearance as a member of the Rollins
Student Company. He takes the
part of Sam Greene.
The entire cast of "Broken
Dishes" is as follows:
Jenny Bumpsted
Francis Hyer
Myra Bumpsted..Margery Chindahl
Mabel Bumpsted.—Mary Marchman
Elaine Bumpsted
Alice Elliot
Cyrus Bumpsted
George Call
Bill Clark
William Schultz
Sam Green
Bonar Collinson
Rev. Dr. Stump .... George Krouse
A Stranger
Siley Vario
Grant
Charles Gill

Speech Tournament
Will Be Held Here
For High Schools
(Continued from page 1, col. 2)

BABYGRAND THEATRE
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

MY J O B C O M E S
EVENJ^AHEAD

FIRST..

Teams may be composed of two
boys or two girls or of one boy
and one girl. The two winning
teams who survive the elimination
competitions will meet for the final
contest in the evening. The members of the winning team will receive individual gold medals and
the members of the team getting
second place will receive silver
medals, all donated by Rollins College.
Harry R. Pierce, professor of
speech and debate coach at Rollins, who will supervise the eontest, has announced that all entries must be filed with him by
Monday, May 10.

BUICK
PONTIAC

' PkAMINCl

IS
GIVEN HOLMES
By FOUR ARTS
Given F o r Work Done
Planning Exhibition
Of A r t
AWARDED
Is

Member

BLUE

In

RIBBON

Of R o l l i n s
Faculty

Art

A special decoration in recognition of her leadership in a r t education for college students has just
been conferred upon Mrs. Marjorie
Daingerfield Holmes, sculptor and
member of the art faculty at Rollins College, by the Society of the
Four Arts of Palm Beach.
The distinction has been conferred as a result of the part taken by Mrs. Holmes in planning the
Exhibition of Work of the Universities, Colleges and Art Schools of
Florida held recently under the
sponsorship of the Society of Four
Arts.
The decoration is a blue ribbon
carrying the following inscription:
"Grand Prize—Outstanding Collective Exhibit in the 1937 Exhibition
Work of Universities, Colleges and
Art Schools awarded to Marjorie
Daingerfield Holmes—^The Society
of Four Arts, Palm Beach—Sculpture.
The letter accompanying the
decoration from Mrs. Mary E. Aleshire, director of the Society of
Four Arts, addresses Mrs. Holmes
as "Dear 'Mrs. Rollins' ", and reads
as follows:
"By common consent and continuous acclamations, the enclosure
(the decoration) has evolved and it
is with great pleasure that we present it to you with the congratulations of the Society of the Four
Arts, and the deep gratitude of all
of us for your part in making the
present exhibition such an outstanding success.
"I am not forgetting that it was
your enthusiastic response to my
first suggestion of showing student work, that encouraged me to
make bold enough to invite the
other groups and 'to present the
proposition to my Board. All are
agreed that it is the most significant event of the season for the
Four Arts. You will remember
that I told you in our last conversation that the Board, in its final
executive session, cancelled one of
its earlier plans to allow this experiment to become an annual
event.
"We hope you will feel somewhat rewarded, and will consider
yourself thanked by all of us. You
have truly become 'Mrs. Rollins' to
the Four Arts."
Students of Rollins won more
prizes and honors than the students of any other Florida college
at the recent exhibition in Palm
Beach, Mrs. Holmes' students winning all prizes in sculpture includ-

FINE USED CARS

Orange
Buick-Pontiac Co.

BANK NIGHT

FRIDAY—SllDO.OO
— On Screen —
"When Love Is Young
with Virginia Bruce

330 N. Orange
Orlando

Oldham Will Speak
For Commencement
Week Program Here

when you want ice cream.
Wherever you see it, you
can be sure of getting the
quality ice cream of the
South.
Taste Southern
Dairies and you will understand why it is the
South's largest-selling ice
Join the Sealtest Saturday night
Radio Party—S P. M. (E.S.T.) NBC

ERLE TO M ON
VESPER PRDGRi

B I L L Y REVIEWS
'LA MATERNELLE'

PEACE PROGRAM
HELD ON CAMPUS

Dear Rollins College Students:
ing the Grand Prize of ^ 5 awardd to Miss Carl M. Good, of Washngton, D. C. Rollins students
ilso won prizes n interior decoration, history of J rt, and photography.
Mrs. Aleshire has advised the
Art Department of Rollins that
everal of the Rollins' students'
.-orks have been sold to admirers
ttending the exhibition.

LOOK FOR THIS SIGN

Two Fine Cars

DON'T DARE
MISS

"The First Century of American
Literature: 1770-1870" written by
Dr. Fred Lewis Pattee, professor
of American literature at Rollins
College, and published a few
months ago is now available in a
Student's Edition according to an
announcement from D. AppletonCentury Company, the publisher.
Publication of "The First Century of Anierican Literature",
brought to completion the task
undertaken by Dr. Pattee more
than 25 years ago to write a comprehensive history of the development of American letters which
would give adequate attention to
the environmental influences whicli
have been responsible for its indigenous character.
Although the last of the throe
volumes of this monumental work
to appear, "The First Century of
Anierican Literature: 1770-1870" Kiri.il [ i i . o . i i s a l l o r B r i l a i n s " b i g g e s t
is Volume I of the study. It is a George VI and Queen Elizabeth, required the use of the regal royal
complete survey of native Ameri- coach, as shown in this photo. Here coachmen are guiding ^the
can literature from its origins to slate carriage through tlie Admiralty Arch en route to Westminster
the close ot the Civil War. Volume Abbey, scene of the official crowning. Over miles of London's streets
II—"A History of American Lit- the procession moved, much as it was to move on Coronation Day
itself, in order that perfect timing of the event might be obtained.
erature Since 1870"—carries on the Huge crowds turned out tor the pre-view, jamming London's streets
survey to the end of the eighteenth to the curbs. Note the coronation bleachers at the extreme right.
century. Volume III—"The New
American Literature: 1890-1930"
brings the history down to our
times.
The distinguished feature of this
work is the emphasis upon the
American people. It traces the j
growth of the people in culture and ^ (Continued from page 1, col. 1)
in their reactions to their environ-! formerly a member of the State
ment and their times, and deals Senate of New Hampshire.
with many factors and literary
Commencement activities will be I s iMember of RolUns Conservproducts usually neglected by the • concentrated in a four-day program
a t o r y of Music
literary historian. The three vol- j this year, beginning with the Bacumes together form a literary his- calaureate Service Sunday and
S I E W E R T TO ACCOMPANY
tory of the American people.
ending with the Commencement
Exercises Wednesday.
Featured
The soloist to be heard on thi'
during the Commencement period
Organ Vesper program this afterwill be the annual Class Day Exernoon at 5 o'clock is Broadus Erie,
cises and Final Honors Day Protalented young violinist of the Rolgram Monday, and the annual
lins Conservatory of Music. Prof.
Alumni Breakfast for Seniors
Herman F. Siewert, organist, will
Wednesday morning at the "Famopen
the program with the playing
(Continued from page 1, col. 3) i ily Tree".
of Bach's "Pielude in D major".
The program:
•0 instances, tbe first her cha1. Prelude in D major (Bach),
in at witnessing a mouse burnt,
(requested).
d further her violent objection to
2. Carrilon (Sowerby).
oking a rabbit. So we find Marie J
3. Tho Flight of the Bumble
despair, but even at the river |
Bee (Rimski-Korsakoff).
(Continued from page 1, col. 1)
front, tfiere is no peace for her.
4. Romance (Rubinstein).
The inevitable lovers are mirrored
5. Violin Solo—Broadus Erie.
in the water. With all her might [ appointed co-chairmen of publicity.
G. At Morn (Godard).
she tries to obliterate this picture, j The proposed activity of the
7. The Swan (Palmgren).
throwing bits of gravel then spit-; Florida Intercollegiate Peace Coun8. Allegro
(Maquire)
from
ting at it and finally hurling a j cil for the following year is to
huge rock at the hated reflections, j complete the organization of the First Symphony.
Since nothing seems effective, \ Council and to enlarge the memMarie uses her own body. She is bership through the entrance of peace activities, occupy the student
saved and brought back whereupon Tampa University, St. Petersburg government and student publicathe doctor is called for exaraina-; Junior College, and University of tion offices. Another means by
tion and by proving himself affec- Miami into the movement. The which the peace advocates are
tionate and good he wins Marie's , peace groups of the colleges are planning to further their program
favor. The doctor and Rose adopt j also planning to drive for an in- is through the legislative activiher.
! crease in the membership of the ties.
It is the desire of the group foiSince the sketch of the plot is j individual college peace societies.
the students to know what issues
confining, the work of fine artists j One of their main measures in the
are affecting peace and war status
s omitted. Mme. Paulin, Rose's' fulfillment of this program will be
and for them to follow the Con•obust and good-natured fellow- \ to get peace minded students in
gressional activity of propaganda
vorker gave a splendid perform- ' the key positions of college activiand action such as "Peace Action"
ties,
which
means
having
as
many
ince. We also enjoyed the super-:
and "Public Action" advocates.
lative interpretation of the doctor,; as possible of the participants in
the directrice and the children. The
plot was strong and significant,
and credible by a well-balanced and
efficient cast, although there was
lack of smoothness in the scene
M a y 12, lO.ST
shifts—this went ' unnoticed by
virtue of the remaining talent of
the director and brilliant score of
Rollins College
"La Maternelle".
Winter Park, Fla.

Office Equipment

Away we go . . . taking a reunion to make you return. . . Yes the good old class of 1937 is coming into
its own. For four hard years you have struggled
along and you will be through on the June .second
Gong.
DICKSON-IVES has stood strongly back of Rollins College for thirty-nine years, ever since their
beginning, and again they are helping . . . with the
clothes you'll need for graduation.
Graduation comes but once in your life and during
that time you will need new clothes to attend the
teas, dinner parties and dances given in your honor.

Business Stationery
Loose Leaf
Shaeffer and Eversharp
pens
Artist Materials
Typewriters
Philatelic Supplies

DICKSON-IVES will keep you fashionably well
groomed right through to Graduation, and in clothes
that will put you at the head of your class on Graduation Day.

O'NEAL-BRANCH

A ROLLINS COLLEGE SHOPPER
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Davis Continues Story Of Man's Most Ambitious Attempt to Scan Importance Of Beginnings
Trip Along Florida Coast
And Endings Is Told
Uniiverse Proves Staggering Task

By WILLIAM DAVIS
There was a little error in the first section of this article at the
very end. It said that we arrived at Key Largo at 1 o'clock; it meant
11. It is only about 30 miles from Homestead to Key Largo.
For the first mile or more there
is not much to do but keep on go- rails are still there, looping in and
ing. The road is built in the mid out of the water. The governdie of a big ditch and there is nc ment is building roads through
place to go but on. Presently you | there now and they have not yet
olid land and turn south finished so they have made quite
again.
a mess. Most of the houses are
The keys, I am glad to state, government-built ones, part of a
look just as they should look. That rehabilitation program. They are
is, they look just as I have always square, cement things, on high
imagined they would. Very flat foundations, with walls a foot
and covered with underbrush and thick. It's going to take a lot of
small trees. We drove slowly along wind to get rid of those. Along
without seeing anything worth the shores are the trunks of palm
stopping for. Dad was looking for trees, with the tops gone. Clay
a road on our left, that led down and hunks of limestone cover
to the foundations of a house on everything. In places the trees
the shore that had been there be- were killed and there are acres of
fore the hurricane of 1935. After these gaunt forests.
one false alarm, we found it down
In the morning we kept on up.
at the south end of the key, be- But before we had gone far, Dad
yond the town of Rock Harbor. saw a little pond by the side of
There had been a house and a the road, so we stopped to see if
boat-house there, with a long pier, there were any dragonflies. There
but they were all gone now. We were, lots of them, and most of
took the water-glass and went out them Dad wanted. He pointed them
along the sides of the pier, look- out to me and we spent about two
ing under rocks and breaking them hours there, catching madly. We
open, but finding few shells. We even caught three specimens of a
did find some lobsters and there species new to the collection and
were more of the little fish. We one that is very rare. It does not
had lunch and then went on.
come much farther north than this.
At three P .M. we reached the Later we saw another pond off to
end of Lower Matecumbe Key. The our right, so we climbed over heaps
ferry took off from here for Key of clay to it. Before we got there,
West, but we were not going on. some herons flew off, leaving
Instead, we had a dope a t the others behind. One of them lookstore-bar there and started back to ed funny so we went up as close
look for a place for the night. A as we could to it without getting
mile or so back we found it. We stuck in the goo. It turned out
drove the car off the road behind to be the rare Reddish Egret, a
a thick growth of trees, walked bird neither of us had ever seen
across a mud flat and up a glassy befoi-e. We spent some time lookslope and came out on the beach. ing at it. It is a little larger than
As soon as we had brought our a small heron and is very dull mastuff from the car we began to look genta in color, almost mauve. The
for shells, but found few. Up the bill and legs are gray. We had
beach a little way there was a lit- lunch at the foundations of the day
tle drift of small ones and we took before, and then hired a boat at
a boxful to sort when we got home. Rock Harbor and spent the rest of
Then Dad took the water-glass and the afternoon looking for shells on
he went out off shore as far as he the ocean side of the Key. There
could, but there was nothing on weren't any so we stopped finally
the bottom at all. During a trip and rowed through canals in a
to the car we found that there mangrove key. Before sundown
were some dragon flies around we turned down a side road near
that Dad wanted so we spent some the town of Key Largo and came
time swinging at them and not upon a large slip for boats, which
catching any. White we were do- seemed to be a relic of the boom
ing this the plane from Havana to days. A short trip around conMiami went over us. We put the vinced us that we wanted to spend
tent up, because Dad was afraid the night there.
that the mosquitoes would be too
Dad went off and collected hard
glad to see us, and then had sup- at the shore and I unloaded the car
per. The moon was nearly full and and then tried to see if I could
we killed a lot of time because we dredge anything up from the botdidn't want to go to bed. We tom, which I couldn't. After a supwalked up and down the beach and per we lit the lantern to see if any
watched the lighthouse and the bugs would come so we could
ships, and finally we decided that catch them, but it was their night
wo must go to bed. So we went off. We slept in the car so the
inside the tent, filled it full of mosquitoes and their
friends
flit, and slept comfortably.
wouldn't find us.
(Continued next week)
I must get a little off the track
for a moment to tell of the condition of the islands. The hurricane
"There's a boy called Doug
was eighteen months ago and yet
Fenske in c liege here. May I see
the islands have a long way to go
him? I'm hi grandfather."
before they are completely recovMrs. Han is: "You've j>ust missered from it. The railroad was
ed bin-!. He' s gone to your funerblown to pieces and it is still in
al."
pieces, great rusty rails, all twisted and bent. The water between
the keys is not very deep and the
7 Get that wave of
C
distinction at
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D A S A D E N A , Calif.—Distinguished scientists gathered
around the 850-ton steel framework of the world's largest telescope in South Philadelphia the
other day and discussed the
time in 1940 when man expects
to double, even triple, his visual
knowledge of the universe.
The occasion was the fitting
of the last bolt into the welded
structure of the 200-inch, $2,000,000 "eye" which is to be installed atop Mt. Palomar, neai
here, in the next three years
The "eye" itself was transported
across the country on a special
Irain several months ago. Therein lies one of the most amazing
jtories of astronomical science.
It began in 1928. In that year
plans were laid for the construction of the world's biggest telescope in the hope that new wonders of the heavens would be
opened to man. Six years later,
after the most meticulous preparations, the pouring of the giant mold took place on Dec. 1,
1934. A total of 104 ladles of
molten glass were poured at a
temperature one-fifth as hot as
the sun.
A full year was taken to cooJ
;his mass, degree by degree, to
room temperature. Finally, a
special car carried the rough
200-inch glass from Corning, N.
v., to Pasadena. It is here that
:he other half of the telescope
job is now under way. This is
:he grinding process.

DEHIND shades drawn against
the sun, in a dustless airconditioned optical laboratory,
skilled glass-grinders and astronomers are gradually shaping and
hollowin.g out the huge eye to a
concave parabolized
surface.
This will be about four inches
lower at its center than at the
sdges. So delicate is the grinding operation that imperfections
!>f a millionth of an inch are perceived and eliminated.
To accomplish this Job, the
huge eye has been placed on a
50-ton turntable, 20 feet square.
The glass itself weighs 20 tons.
This turntable revolves once in
each two minutes and discs on
a rotating arm hollow out the
rough surface bit by bit. By
1940, or perhaps a little earlier,
scientists hope to have completed
this operation.

S. i i M O i GIVES
SENIOR RECITAL

Student Opinion
Editor the Sandspur
Dear Sir:
I was gratified to learn that at
least two out of seven students
contacted by the Inquiring Reporter were in favor of establishing
the honor system at Rollins. This
is a higher percentage than I might
expect, knowing how prevalent is
cheating, bold and unashamed, in

The "Rollins tradition of honor"
so glibly mentioned in the "R"
Book might well be changed to
"tradition of dishonor". Students
here cheat on quizes by all known
methods; copying others papers,
carrying cribs, asking whispered
questions and some by placing open
books in their laps—a favorite
7 ^ ^
stunt in language classes. Term
p
and remember
papers are partially rewritten and
I
"Beauty is a
handed in again and again, often
^
Duty"
to the same professor. The private
conference method of examination
followed by some professors is only
partially successful in- preventing
fraud. The student concludes his
s t u d e n t Cruise
conference and immediately "reon private schooner. Leaves ports out" to the others of the
Miami June 19 for one month. ; class just what questions were
Exploring, harpooning, helmet- asked.
diving.
Nassau three days.
jl50 Complete. For details see
In the sui-vey classes, taught by
Richard J. Alter
professors bored with repeating
the same elementary material term
after term to disinterested students
who resent these required courses,

r

By BRUCE McCREARY
We cannot imagine space with or without a beginning or an end:^. Neither can we imagine time with or without a beginning or an
ending. And yet, beginnings and endings are extremely important
events in the minds of the astronomers. It is a known fact that the
is radiating energy at a terrific rate, such that it looses 360,000
on tons every 24 hours. This cannot go on for ever. What will
be ultimate end? And, what was the original beginning?
: James Jeans, in his book :
'•
—
The Universe Around Us" has adanced some interesting theories on tronomer is lead to believe by the
of
thermodynamics.
liis subject. When we stand on teachings
the bank of a river and see the There seems to be little reason for
carrying water continual- doubting it, indeed, it is so logical
ly to the ocean, we know that that it would be hard to find a
tually this water will be trans- point at which to begin an attack
formed into clouds and rain down on it.
Next week I shall go into the
plenish the river. Is the physical universe a cycle of this type, beginning of things, and try and
Id it be likened to a small find as logical an explanation for
which, during the summer that.
: ceases flowing when it has
spent itself? The answers to these j
ions are found in the study
of the different types of energy
that are found in the universe. One
of the first laws of physics is that
rgy may be neither destroyed
created, but, it may, and does,
change its form, is continually
changing its form, and that is the
Presents Varied and Compact
ve see our automobiles and
Program
locomotives go, our windmills
pumping water, our crops grow, in
fact, every action of any kind is RECEPTION GIVEN HER
'ue to a change in state of energy;
hemical to physical, such as coal
Occasion of real scientuio interest was this in South PhiladelIn her senior recital last Wedphia as savants gathered to watch the fitting of the last bolt into
o heat and food to muscle.
nesday evening. Miss Sally Hamthe skeleton structure of the 200-inch Mt. Palomar telescope.
However, and this is most im- mond offered a varied and compact
The gigantic mounting shown here is the tube for the 500-ton
portant, this change of form is not program. It was one of the best
"eye" which should be in operation by 1940.
perpetual as one might think. concerts of the year.
When this is completed, the port material and eventually acle, it can never be destroyed, but
Her first group was comprised
commodations will include a fly- when it is transformed from one of the ever lovely Chorale, Jesu Joy
mounting of the telescope on its
ing field, an observatory, labsteel frame will proceed. The
form to another, it seeks a lower of Man's Desiring, and the thrilloratory and other buildings.
framework will be shipped across
A million dollars worth ol level, or, as physicists call it, a ing Organ Fugue in G minor of
the country from its eastern factory. It probably will require
buildings to house auxiliary in- longer wave length. Light-energy Bach. The mood of the first was
a special train, too.
struments and apparatus already can be changed easily into heat- characterized by smooth, vibrant
have been built at California tnergy;sunlight falling on a dark tone and appropriate religious
Tech.
•|\|EANWHILE, other preparabody will do that; but the heat can feeling. The Fugue, energetic and
In all, somewhere between $6,•^ tions are under way here to
000,000 and $10,000,000 will be never be changed back into light vigorous was one of the outstandinsure man a new glimpse into
spent on this ambitious project, again. Once it has fallen down hill ing numbers on the program.
the universe three years hence.
backed by the
Rockefeller in the scale of change, it can never
The Bi-ahms numbers, the secOn top of 6126-foot Mt. PaloFoundation, When the job is again make the journey upwards. ond part of the program were very
mar, a great acreage has been
completed, a man will sit in the Energy flows always in one direc- well contrasted. The first, Capricbought where a new observatory
end of a 55-foot latticed metal
is to be built to accommodate
tube, turn a single switch and tion, downward. Now, energy in cio, Op. 76, No. 2, was fresh and
scientists from the California Inthe gargantuan 200-inch eye witl its lower forms, such as heat as sparkling, the Intennezzo, Op. 76,
stitute of Technology and other
swing into position to penetrate opposed to light, is always less No. 6, was melodious and reminisinstitutions. Roads are being
new depths of the unknown.
available than are the higher cent of the composer's German liebuilt UD the mountain to transforms. Therefore, energy alone is der. The last, Capriccio, Op 76,
not what keeps the universe mov- No. 8, was passionate and dynamic.
ing, any more than a clock weight The Intermezzo was the best of
set on a shelf would keep a clock this group probably because the
running. The weight must have pianist was more calm and reposed.
some place to fall, energy must
After the intermission Miss
have a lower form to go to. Even- Hammond thrilled the audience
How dictators establish them- tually, then, when all the energy with her exquisite playing. The
is in the lowest form, what will Nocturne in E major by Chopin
fraud is almost the rule and not selves and retain power over subjects is going to be studied next happen? The same amount of was marvelous. The slow, susthe exception.
energy will be present, that is tained tone and accuracy were most
The grading system apparently fall in a new course, "dictators known. Will the universe keep on
effective. The Rachmaninoff Prehas little to do with scholastic dis- and dictatorships", at Colgate Uni- "running" ? To answer yes to that
lude in G sharp minor marked the
honesty. I have noticed little versity.
In announcing the new subject. question is as foolish as saying climax of the program. It was inchange in the amount of cheating
that, since the mass or weight of tensely emotional. The last two
Dr.
Rodney
L.
Mott,
director
of
the
in my four years at Rollins under
university's School of Social Sci- the clock weight does not diminish, numbers of this group were The
three different grading systems.
the clock will keep on running for- Clair de Lune and Prelude in A
If these unprincipled students ences, explains that "an attempt ever. The final stage in the active minor by Debussy.
were cheating only themselves, it will be made to show that dictator- life of the universe, then, will be
Liszt's Hungarian Fantasy, with
would not be such a grave matter, ships have come from writings of when all the energy has been
but they rob the honest students intellectuals who influence public transformed into the lowest pos- orchestral accompaniment by Helof much of the reward of their opinion, from economic factors, or sible state. Every molecule con- en Moore, ended the brilliant prolabors. The honor societies and from psychological post-war atti- tains energy, therefore, molecules gram. Although this music is not
as intellectual as the rest of the
honor rolls are for the students tudes and military factrs.
"In the later stages of the course and even atoms themselves will program, it gave Miss vHammond
who get the best marks, but the
have been annihilated. Energy will
real scholars ai-e frequently dis- the students will take up the ac- still be present, but it will be use- an opportunity to display her techplaced by students who cheat at tual operations of a government less, useless as the flat water in nical power. (It brought out the
every opportunity. The unfairness under a dictator with such subjects a mill-pond is unavailable to turn Gypsy in her.) Miss Moore prois not to the honor groups alone. as the new constitution in dictator- a water wheel. We are left with vided excellent support for the
If several members of a class controlled nations, the relation of a dead, alJ:hough wann, universe— pianist.
After the recital, Mr. and Mrs.
fraudulently gbtain high marks, j the state and industry, religion, a "heat-death!"
R. B. Barbour gave a reception in
the professor naturally concludes 1 civil liberties and propaganda conFantastic as this theory may honor of Miss Hammond, her pathat the other students should do j sidered as points for study.
seem, it is what the modern as- rents and friends.
as well and gives them lower
grades than they deserve.
In the final analysis, a student's ciety does not tolerate thieves
success at college is judged by his why should we ?
Engraved Calling Cards
The honor system works at othe
scholastic record. Every student
100 for $1.65 and up
who cheats or allows others to schools, why not at Rollins?
Expert Service
Rytex Stationery—May Special
A. STUDENT.
cheat is stealing from himself and
KENDALL
every honest student in college.
rhe RoHins Press Store, Inc.
the 2000 mile oil
This is not a matter to be handled by the administration; our
professors must not be policemen.
The stopping of this wide-spread
dishonestry is a job for the student
Get your car completely serviced
body collectively and every honest
Travel More for Less
member of it individually.
At Rollins, we are supposed to
live, not prepare for life—but so-
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that this mode of election was entirely disadvantageous and was what gave birth to
Students dirty politics, alliances and double crossing.
As a result of the protests and criticisms
that came from this election, Omicron Delta
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 W I T H
T H E FOLLOWIMG Kappa decided that they would try and remedy the defects and disadvantages of the
EDITORIAL
system of electing the student president.
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and -pointed, wellAfter much thought and discussion they pret 'unded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
sented for the approval of the student body
as gritty and energetic as its name imflies, vic- a new plan. This plan was that each fratorious in single combat and therefore without a ternity on campus would elect one person to
feer, wonderjully attractive and extensive in cir- represent them on the student council. Then
culation : all these will be jound ufon
investigation instead of having the president of the stuto be among the extraordinary
qualities oj the dent body elected by an open vote, all stuSANDSPUR.
dents participating, he would be elected by
the student council from amongst its members,
no fraternity or sorority having the
1935
Member
1936
presidency for two years in succession. All
Associated Cblle6iale Press
other
officers were to be elected in the same
Distributor of
fashion.

Enlltna ^anftapur
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"Once There Was A Little Pig"

Astronomical
Question Box

by Undergraduate
of Rollins.

by
Dr. Phyllis Hayford Hutchings
Q. When will the next Solar
eclipse take place?
A. On June 8 there will be a
total eclipse of the Sun, but it will
not be visible in Florida. In fact
the only land areas from which it
may be seen as total are some
small islands in the South Pacific
Ocean and parts of Peru. The
rest of the eclipse path, 153 miles
in width, will be over the Pacific
Ocean. For a i-egion 1.000 miles
on either side of the path of totality, extending as far north as
southern Florida, the eclipse will
be partial.

Golle6iate Di6est

This election procedure was given considMember: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce; erable acclaim by all. It was thought by
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association.
both Omicron Delta Kappa and others that
this plan was a panacea for all ills, that it
Publication Office:
Fairbanks Avenue
would almost completely do away with all
at Interlachen
forms of undesirable politics, that no longer i
T E L E P H O N E 187
would indiscriminate promises be made only •
to soon be broken. It was felt that dirty
politics and politics of a slightly odiferous
National Adevrtising Representative:
NATIONAL ADVERTISING SERVICE, INC.
nature would be done away with by this
420 Madison Avenue, New York City
mode of election. The plan was put before
400 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago
the student body, passed by them in open
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the vote, approved by the faculty and the adUnited States |1.B0 a term (12 weeks), $2.60 for ministration and placed in active service the
.wo terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
following year.
act ot March 3, 1879.
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fiditMals
Politics?
At approximately this time of the year
four years ago, the campus was a beehive
of activity, everyone's interest was all agog
and all were wondering what was to happen
next. The cause for all this bustling about
and suspense was the election of the president of the student body.
At that time the method of electing a
president differed greatly from t h a t employed today. The student head was elected by
an open vote, every student in the college
having the privilege of casting a vote for
the man of his choice.
Four years ago two rival organizations on
the campus were struggling for the lead and
control of the campus in politics and other
activities. Both organizations were backing
a man for the presidency. The campaign
programs of these two groups consisted in
the main in entertaining the student body
and in doing something novel to attract attention and to gain votes.
One of the two competing organizations
hired an airplane to fly back and forth over
the campus dropping hand bills telling the
students to vote for their man. This same
airplane had a loud speaker attachment
through which the pilot shouted out the virtues and attributes of the candidate whom
they were backing. The other organization
hired a negro band to play on the Beanery
porch during dinner. Afterwards there was
dancing on the porch.
The first organization, the night before
the election gave a dinner for the more influential people in the student body. The
other group upon hearing of this night before election dinner frantically scurried
around and arranged to serve a breakfast
for the entire student body the morning of
election. At breakfast that morning members of the organization stood on the Beanery porch and told everyone to go to the
group's house where they were fed and filled
with much talk about the man this group
was backing and the advantages they would
gain by voting for him.
Soon after the election was over a storm
of protest arose over the tactics employed
by these two organizations in their contest
for votes. Quite a discussion came up about
the advisability of holding the student elections in this manner. The general sentiment
was that something ought to be done to do
away with this method and its attendant
disadvantages such as making promises to
different groups before the election and then
, turning right around afterwards and de
liberately breaking them. The opinion was

Since then all the presidential elections
and those for minor offices have followed
the plan drawn up by 0 . D. K. However the
abolition of politics, even clean politics much
less questionable ones has been very conspicuous by its absence. There has been no
election since the inception of the new plan
that could honestly be called free of politics,
promise-making and so forth.
The attitude in the past three years does
not seem to have differed or changed much
from that of four years ago. The idea still
seems to be for the smaller and less powerful organizations to hitch their wagons to
the "gravy train" that appears to them most
likely to get to the pay off station.
The policy in the past three years as preceding the new plan has been for the more
powerful groups, knowing that success lies
in procuring the support of the smaller ones,
to compete in getting the votes of the smaller fry. In return for these votes they are
usually promised the support and aid of the
bigger outfit in next year's rushing or in getting the smaller fraternity or sorority minor
offices.

The eclipse will start in the
South Pacific, sweep north and
east, crossing the equator into the
northern hemisphere and then
crossing the equator again into the
southern hemisphere, as the rapidly rotating earth turns beneath the
Moon's shadow cast by the Sun.
For the first time in 12 centuries
the Sun will be completely hidden
by the Moon as long as 7 minutes.
Moreover, this eclipse begins on
June 9 and ends on June 8. This
latter phenomenon is due to imaginary boundary between the Orient
and the Occident, on one side of
which the time is one-half day
ahead, on the other one-half day
behind Greenwich time. On crossing the "line", the eclipse which
started on the Oth, will find itself
a day called the 8th in the Western Hemisphere.

A coincidence of circumstances
accounts for the long period of
totality and width of eclipse path.
Usually t|je Sun and Moon appear
nearly the same size in the sky,
for the sun, though 400 times larger, is also 400 times as far away
Well well—so you mist our col- as the Moon. But at this June
umn last week—we were in a fog. eclipse the Sun will appear smaller
and the Moon larger than average,
Another week of this slap-happy existence of ours has passed away, We offer no apologies however, and consequently the Moon will
and where have we gotten? We have been weary audiences to war- only explanation: we were still considerably overlap the Sun when
like peace conventions, vicious diamond ball games, hot volley ball giving away presents which we had the eclipse occurs, and take seven
g-ames, and having received our mid-term marks, we find ourselves promised. The hardest one to give minutes to uncover it by the
was the gallon of gas to our pheplaying book mark for the rest of the tei-m.
nomenal southpaw of the ivories— Moon's slow eastward motion. In
You should really go to the Li- : -"•
Ely. So eager was he to get our June the earth in its yearly jourbrary some night just to get a good down to watch the boys swim, little prize that seeing us coming ney is farthest from the Sun makgoggle (or giggle) from those un- Our first shock came when we out of Beanery he tripped over his ing that luminary appear small,
forseenfor faces that only a good jaw the representative contestants, Scriabine and Estrella on the way, and at the same time the Moon in
dank mid-term mark brings up to most of them quaking in their and chased us very far. He seemed its revolution about the Earth will
such a pass-time. Of course, you shoes. The first brave bunch crept very emotional! We were scared!! just happen to be at its closest,
must be careful not to imitate out onto the dock and were so
appearing larger than usual; a
It is quite apparent that despite the en- those questionsable antics of Mr. anxious to get going that they He ran! We ran! (We didn't want combination of events which has
to be elected). He shouted! Wc
thusiasm which ushered in the new plan of Stepon Bamberger who laughed so plunged in three times on the "on
wondered, (pant! pant!) We seem- not been duplicated in 1200 years!
election, it is not giving the results'for which hard a t the joke he was trying to your mark". The sound effects
ed to have been mistaken (still
Any one interested in travelling
Omicron Delta Kappa had hoped and thought unfold that he was Yust kicked out were produced each time with much running, pant! pant!). He didn't
would find it well worth his time
it would. All of the old evils are still with when he reached the climax, leav- gusto by Willie Webb as he flung seem to want the gas—^we couldn't
to visit Peru this June—winter
us and perhaps some new ones also. Politics ing the story pointless, and the himself into the water in a grace- understand—must have been some- there—and see the spectacle which
still remain the deciding factor in the stu Library Bamless. You mite also ful bellyflop, and it was in this thing somebody ate! We still don't nature has in wait.
find great joy in the ways of man race that we first caught a glimpse understand—did we say something
dent elections.
kind if, some spare evening, you
To do away with the existing conditions, would drift (drift wood, it burns of Jack (Lady-in-red-silk) McKay wrong Ely ?
stance-now-there's- the - thing - Hoand there seem to be few who deny that better) in to watch for a while from whom we couldn't keep our
Last Wednesday night Hefty naas a book on how the gentle
eyes the rest of the afternoon. And
these conditions do exist, some plan similar Cupid's delicious arrows shooting
whined us charmingly, but between game of "pig" can be played adwe caught Mr. D'Ambrogio slipacts of the green lizard circus (de- vantageously if discreetly. We are
to that employed by the Inter-Fraternity about as those who never meant
ping down a shredded wheat bisCouncil might be devised. In this group the to come to the Library in the first cuit or two before he went in. We lerium tremens to you, you sot) we thinking of the fun he could have
gave our best thanks to our Ce- have had with us between the apoffice of chairman passes automatically each place, but somehow got there, try call this an unfair advantage.
leste Aida for a thorough wining plause at the Hinrichs concert at
year from fraternity to fraternity.
This to find a more pleasant manner in
As the races went on, accompa- and dining at the Flamingo.
Proxies'.
which
to
amuse
themselves.
But
as
might not necessarily be the correct >remedy
nied by Fleetwood, The Peeple's
As a righteous hangover from
Well—that's about all this week
but there are some on campus who believe for going there with the idea of pistol, we were simply entranced
really shooting some knowledge by such things as "Preacher" do- our orgy of present giving last —Blachly and Klebsattel are too
that something should be done.
into your crows nest, I would not ing an underwater backstroke, a week: we would like to give our sober to think—so I guess there's
Christopher—take-for-in- no more dirt.
advise it unless on the Brennan perfect imitation of an upsidedown Uncle
plan of half hour intermission with {f ,.„g_^]vir. Costelt
racing around
five minutes work to ball
The meeting on this campus last week-end
that you will probably become dis- on his stomach in a pair of lily
of five Florida colleges, representing their couraged quite early in the game white panties—and Mr. Somelocal peace organizations proved a most in- and leave for better things where, splash Hickok, the Phi Delt Tiger,
teresting and important step toward the undoubtedly, you will find that man simply tearing up the lake to
realization of a Florida student movement in of many disguises, Mr. Swat-em- amuse his bitsy chicky.
But the best part of the whole
behalf of World Peace. It was interesting hard Bamberger annoying the poor
from other newspapers
because it was the first time the various col- flies from where he stands on his afternoon came when the bold crew
of divers marched out onto the big
leges of Florida have united to discuss the table with his weapon in both
dock. There were some beauts
Pi-esident
Hutchin.s
of
Chicago
hands.
Then
the
whole
thing
will
The only place some men shine
problem of war and peace, and important belike a marionette' ^^^'^^ °^^ '^^ *'^^*' board which University comes forth with the is on top of their heads.
cause the conference resulted in the forma- show where, for economy's sake, i ^^''^''^ "-^.^'ly eo down in aquatic
startling statement that students
tion of a Florida Intercollegiate Peace Coun- the same face is used in every role | h'^tory. The procedure commenced
of today know that the education- Counters . . .
cil for the promotion of peace activities and you'll yawn and start home- ^ ' t h i" f ™ ' "Owjv ' dedicated by al system is phony. Hmm, for
There are those who consider
among the colleges of this state.
ward with a prayer that you won't ^ r . Fennel, and he was followed years we've been trying to convince counting sheep a good method of
find
the
face
there
also.
My
last
|
^V
,
Mr.
Swan
who
did
Next
Pop of that very thing every time drifting to sleep, but students a t
In recent years there has been a growing
Ohio State Law School count to
tendency on the part of the youth of this, suggestion is to look under your had a delightful front bumper by grades went home.
Mr. Van Beynum, a front fling
stay awake. To keep awake in lecand other countries, to concern itself with bed before you go to sleep.
the study of the causes of war and what can
Right here and now something bumper frOm Mr. Knowles and an Speaking of freedom of the tures the law students bet each
almost human front from Mr. press, we have nothing to kick other on the number of times the
be done to alleviate these causes. This is must be did about a serious negBaldwin. After that it was a con- about. The editor of a college pa- professor will use a certain word
indeed an encouraging movement in the eyes lect committed by this column. We test to see who could get in the
per was asked to resign recently in a lecture. After a couple of days
of those who wish for international coopera- refer to the absence of notes about most difficult position before he because he made a nasty remark
they became so proficient that
feet,
which
all
reasonably
sane
tion through justice and arbitration rather
people should expect from the title hit the water. We think Mr. Van about the college cafeteria and evi- some were giving two to one odds
than international chaos through militaristic
of said column. We shall now ex- Beynum deserved first place for dently someone's feelings were on "a" to beat "an". The biggest
nationalism.
i
pose a few famous feet under their his back frog-plop while Mr. hurt. Thy probably could have upset so far was one boy who gave
The Florida Intercollegiate Peace Council | proper classifications. First of all, Knowles should have had second punished him much more thor- ten to one that the professor would
which has just been formed has no com-1 there are the duckfeet, seemingly with his half twist half done. All oughly by making him eat all his use " t h e " more times than ''however". He lost by ten words.
munistic radical or un-American ideals in its i irked with each other and so turn- together it was a display of genu- meals in said cafeteria.
ine technique and damn good nerve.
platform. This peace organization realizes j ing as far away from each other
The afternoon was finished off
With the end of the year stupor We Always Thought So . . .
possible and flapping
that it is necessai-y for an effective peaie |
The perfect example of ! •'^ » relay during which the audi- that some of us are falling into
There are stories about profesmovement to have the backing of the Ameri- bre
drooped over the edges of the the following advice is timely:
sors dropping exams down steps
can people and it is one of the aims of this this type is Mr. Lauterbach. (C.
gratulations
Mr. Lauterbach!) To lake in its wild excitement. The When French gets rather dreary or in bathtubs and the like to deorganization to enlist this support from the
this class we might also add Mr. highlight of this was Mr. Jelly- And you feel you're in a rut
termine their grade. Well, all that
state of Florida.
j
Edwards, Miss Baker, Miss Lich- belly Twitchell who was really in When Psyh, starts getting puzzling may be doubtful, but a Marquette
the pink of condition. Then wh.
Rollins has taken the lead in promoting; tenstein and Miss Babe Smith
.•\nd your eyes keep falling shut
student has an example to cite of
,, ^,
• ...
ij
, I Powerhouse McKay and cupie WTien the neSt day is dismal
peace action on five of the colleges in Flor-;
the "tossing type" professor. The
ndly, there is the old postj;,___^^ „..ii„j ;
.t. ,.^. ., . .
ida. It is hoped that within the year t h a t road type, in which you always Swan pulled in on the last stretch, And you lack your usual gets
student was taking a final exam
Miami, Tampa and Saint Petersburg will af-' search for the horse which is never weakly we gave vent to our fren- Just relax and take it easy—for
last January. After scribbling
The time has come to cut.
filiate with this Council for the fuller reali-; there. But nevertheless the bounce zied whispers.
three pages on an essay type quesWhen
the
final
score
was
an—"Blue
and
Gray,"
Auburn.
. .^ , ... ....
zation of cooperative study and action. In: is done with ideal horsemanship. :
tion he wrote, "I don't think you'll
the meantime the Peace Society of Rollins i In this we are forced to award i " " ^ ^ t - ^ ' 5 , * ° ^1 Theta Kappa Nu
read this far and to prove it, I'll
and Phi Delt, and excietment
Kitty: "Gracious, it's been five tell you a basketball game I saw
should be congratulated for calling this con- {duplicate first prizes to Miss Elsif I a t its peak, the suave Mr. Lauderyears since I've seen you. You look
yesterday." The following five
ference and being instrumental in the shap- Moore and Mr. Spickers. (Sorry , ^ach was overheard to say, "Whylots older, too."
pages were a summary of the
ing of a State-wide Council for the discus-, Warren, but you'll have to take a j don't they give us a little comKat: "Really, my dear? I don't
game.
The paper came back marksion of mutual problems of peace education measley second place).
j petition!"
think I would have recog^iized you
ed perfect on that question.
and activity.
I. R. I Monday afternoon the gals went I Andsoitgoes.
except for your coat."
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NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS
By BILL BINGHAM

Recently we were talking to a friend at the University of Florida
about Rollins prospects for a successful baseball season. We enumerated the squad and he immediately remarked that there were quite
a few football men on the list. Although we knew that most of the
Kollins athletes doubled in brass, we were rather amazed to find that
every man on the baseball squad is also a football man.

The outfield has three backfield men in Curry Brady, Miller,
and Mclnnis, while the infield has Joe Justice, a freshman back,
at second, and Rick Gillespie, a good blocking back, at short.
Daunis, an end, is at first, with Jack Justice, a guard, at third.
Don Murray, who played varsity ball the year before last, is holding down the catching assignment.

THg
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SANDSPUR

Theta Kappa Nus Win Intramural Swim
Hospital A. C. Gets Big Lead on Majors, SCORE 48 POINTS
Incapacitating Key Men on Several Teams
TO TRIUMPH OVER
BY IRVING DIX
JPHI DELTS, K. A's
y H E Hospital A. C. got off to

/ '

McKay is Hi^h Point Man With Ten Points; Anchors
Phi Delts Winning Relay Team;
MacRury,
Baldwin, Lee and Koechert Take Titles]

An unprecedented wave of illless and injury struck the two
majors with about two dozen
regulars forced to the sidelines
!or the start of the campaign.
The Chicago Cubs, perhaps,
were hit the hardest. They
started off the season without
Pitchers Curt Davis and Tex
Carleton, and Catcher Gabby
Hartnett, all of whom were
troubled by sore arms; then to
make matters worse, Pitcher
Larry French tried to stop a lusty
line drive off the bat of Cincinnati's Ernie Lombardi, and suffered three broken fingers.
Boston's Red Sox had the
toughest luck in the American
League, it would seem. Joe
Cronin was forced to start the
campaign without Jimmy Foxx,
the slugging first baseman, who
was laid low by a severe attack
of sinus trouble; Melo Almada,
who was beaned by Pitcher
Whitey Moore of Cincinnati in
an exhibition game; and Lefty
Grove, who had arm trouble.
Then, in the first week of the
season, Cronin had to juggle his
lineup when Bobby Doerr, the
bright-looking young second
baseman, was beaned by Pitcher
Ed Linke of Washingotn.

Placing well in every event, the well rounded Theta Kappa Nu team
swept to a convincing victory in the Men's Intramural Swimming Meet,
Monday, by rolling up 48 points. Phi Delta Theta outfit scored a
smashing triumph in the relay to beat out Kappa Alpha for second
place honors with 31 points to the K. A.s 26. The Independents finished with 13 points.
Of the pitchers, Bill Daugherty, Thurm MacPherson and Don Ogilvie
Although Theta Kappa Nu had
played on the freshman team while big Goose Kettles backed up the
already clinched the swimming title
varsity line from a center position. Hal Brady, when not bothered
and only the outcome for second
by recurrent injuries, contributed to the Tar offensive power at fullplace hinged on the outcome of the
back. "Sweet Pea" Goodwin, was developing into a really good tackle
event, the relay was the outstanduhen switched from center, but was laid low with an operation for
ing race of the day. Dick Alter
appendicitis. On the Tar nine he has subbed for Murray as a backestablished a slight lead for the
stop and also had a try at the first base assignment.
Theta Kappa Nus which Scarborough increased to nearly ten yards,
but Ealph Gibbs, Phi Delts, went
after
Dick Lee with all he had and
The RoUins baseball team collides with the Florida Gators Friby the time he touched the dock
day and Saturday and our hunch is that they'll take both games.
at the end of his 110-yard lap had
The Tars have the stuff as their record of twelve wins as against
made up all but four yards, as Lee
two defeats and a tie against collegiate outfits indicates. Florida
tired and branched into the backseems to cast a spell over Rollins' teams, but this time we think
Sweep Five G a m e s t o B e a t
stroke for the last ten yards.
that the tide is going to turn.
^
Out T h e t a K a p p a N u s a n d
Then Jack iMcKay, the outstand."
Kappa Alphas
ing individual swimmer in the
Detroit's "SchooIbo>" Rov.c,
above, pitchinj<: mainstay or
meet, took up the chores for the
INDEPENDENTS
F O U R T H Phi Delts and churned througTi the
the Tigers, warming up for a
Getting back to our subject of two-spovt men, the crew boasts no
few fast ones, but this was bewater in near record time to overless than five men. Joe Knowles, No. 6, Jack Hoy, No. 5, and Elmo
fore he suffered a strained
X Club B e a t s R h o L a m b d a N u take Al Swan, the Theta Kappa
Miller, coxswain, all played on the freshman football team. Captain rjETROIT had its troubles with
shoulder.
And
right.
Pitcher
Schoolboy Rowe and Tommy
F o r F i f t h Place
Nu's powerful anchor man, and
Ralph Little, who is stroking the varsity this year, was out most of
Paul Dean of thc Cardinals in
Bridges in the hospital at the
Ralph Little, K. A.s, whose teamthe grid season with injuries, but Don Matthews, No. 7, one of the same time with strained shoulaction. It's little wonder his
The defending champions of Phi mates, Lou Bills, Oon Ogilvie, and
right arm is aching once more.
:rost powerful men in the boat, was a regular tackle, while Warren ders, and the world champion
Delta Theta crashed through a Don Bradley, had put in the runHume, No. 4, did ironman duty at a wing position.
New York Yankees had to open
'T'HE Cardinals have been
post for the opener, because the
good
field
to
capture
the
first
half
defense of their title without
ning, and won by approximately
forced to forget about Paul
dentist yanked eight of his teeth,
the aid of Joe DiMaggio, whose
of the Intramural Diamondball four yards.
Dean, whose right arm is achCleveland's Indians haven't
tonsils, acting up, had to be
League, by winning five straight
ing once again; the Chicago
been immune. Bob Feller, the
One of the features of the Phi
The Phi Delt diamondball team after sweeping five games to
mipped.
sensational rookie, struck out 11
White Sox have had to suspend
games. The Theta Kappa Nu team, Delt performnace was the fine
win the first half in a walk, was unceremoniously dumped twice
Browns in six innings in his first
Johnny Whitehead for failure to
Sickness has been so rampant
favorites to take the second half showing of Alan Taulbee, who
start of the 19^7 season, and
in its opening games of the second half by the K. A.s and Theta
kosf) in condition. The WashIn the ranks of the Brooklyn
title, went through with but one stepped out in front for seventy
then confessed that his pitching
ington Nationals lost Cecil TravDodgers that it's a wonder the
Kappa Nus. - The T. K. N. victory revived its waning chances to
defeat, and that a lop-sided one yards, but did not quite have the
elbow was sore. He was unable
is for some time when he twisthealth department hasn't quarcapture the Gary Cup, emblematic of intramural sports supremacy.
when the infield blew up behind j stamina to maintain the sizzling
to take his regular turn on the
ed a leg sliding into base.
antined them by now. A half
mound while he underwent speHank Lauterbach's pitching in the pace he set for himself.
The Phillies, of course, have
dozen of the boys came down
cial treatment.
Phi Delt game.
had their share of trouble, inaswith influenza, chiefly Johnny
T. K. N.s Second
much as trouble seems to be the
Then, after pitching a nice
The K. A.s finished in third
The Theta Kappa Nus beat out
When Freling Smith decided to call it a year, the Phi Delts lost ! Hudson and Johnny Cooney, just
game in his initial appearance
only thing the other seven Naplace, defeating everyone except the K. A.s for the runner-up
cne of their outstanding intramural men and his loss probably weak- . before the season opened. Babe
of the 1937 season, Johnny Allen
tional League clubs will let the
Phelps had a touch of pneumothe two leaders. First the K. A.s honors in this event by a touch,
ened the diamondball team's strength. His absence in the swimming j nia in the first week of the camwas stricken with an appendiciPhillies share. Gene Corbett,
disposed of the Independent out- but only after a stirring stretch
will also be felt, inasmuch as he placed first in the 50-yard dash last i paign, and Joe Stripp was unable
tis attack and laid low for a
Phillies' first baseman, broke his
fit, which if it can get underway, drive between Swan and Little, the
whilfc
year. He also anchored the winning relay team.
j to be at hiS' regular third base
finger.
may surprise one of the leaders, rival anchor man.
hy a close score and then romped
McKay of the Phi Delts was high
over Rho Lambda Nu and the X point man with ten points. He
The race for the swimming title should be unusually close this
Club.
started out the afternoon by takyear and with the Gary Cup hanging in the balance, the teams
In a battle for the cellar posi- ing the opening event on the prowill be out for blood. The K. A.s, defending champoins, still have
tion, the X Club batted out a 12 gram, the 50-yard dash, in the fast
a powerful squad and cannot be counted out, although the Theta
to 6 verdict over Rho Lambda Nu, time of 26.6 seconds, but did not
Kappa Nus now shape up as winners. With Makemson and Coswhich failed to take a game.
eclipse the meet record of 25 sectello on the varsity this year, the Independents will probably place
The Phi Delts were quickly re- onds held by Joe Jardine. In the
no better than fourth. Last year they came within five points
moved from the second half race 100-yard dash he edged out his
of winning.
The Volley Ball tournament is H a m m e r O u t 8-4 Decision I n when they
trounced by the | teammate, Ralph Gibbs, by apW i n s 63rd K e n t u c k y D e r b y In
Informal Game, Friday
still in progress and the winner is
fighting Kappa Alpha team, 12 to proximately two yards in the good
2 : 0 1 . 8 ; Pompoon Second
still doubtful. The Thetas and
5, last Thursday, and then were time of 1:06.1.
Alpha
Phis
are
the
only
two
teams
beaten
the
following
day by a slugIn Major League baseball circles, our "If" pick for the American R E A P I N G R E W A R D T H I R D
Lee Wins Backstroke
BRADY, K E T T L E S , PITCH
undefeated.
ging Theta Kappa Nu team, which
League bunting, the Detroit Tigers, are leading the league as this is
The surprise winner of the 50could not afford to lose if it wished yard back stroke was Dick Lee of
v.ritten, while the Chicago Cubs, our National League choice, are
Last Tuesday the Alpha Phis
The Rollins baseball
team to remain in the Gary Cup fight.
War
Admiral,
gallant
little
son
struggling along in a tie for fourth place.
defeated the Pi Phis 55 to 29. PerTheta Kappa Nu in a race in which
of the great Man O'War, galloped ry Oldham and Elizabeth Hannahs stretched their total victories for
The tightest game of the first four contestants figured right up
to a two length victory in the
were high scorers for the Alpha the season to twelve by hammer- half was the pitching duel waged to the tape. Lee got off to a preting
out
an
8-4
decision
over
Stetbetween
Art
Brownell
of
the
Phi
ty-third running of the classic Phis with a total of 9 points. Mary
ty start and built up a lead of three
The Cubs, however, have had hard luck. Injuries have put the
Kentucky Derby, Saturday. Thf Dudley was high for the Pi Phis. son University in an informal game Delts and Chris Argyris of the K. yards over Norton Lockhart
two catching mainstays, Gabby Hartnett and Ken O'Dea, on the
time of 2:03.2 was the second fast The same afternoon, the Gamma at Harper-Shepherd Field, Friday.
which the Phi Delts eked the K. A.s, who finished second in
shelf while Billy Herman, second baseman, and Larry French,
The
Tar
swatting
array
stepped
Lit a close 2-0 triumph.
est in Derby history, being sur Phis and the Kappas tied 34-34.
the event. Lockhart cut this lead
ace hurler, have also been out of the lineup.
it in the first inning to connect
passed only by -Twenty Grand's This game may have to be played
to feet at the finish and if the race
r six hits and five runs off Lyn
over. Cathie Bailey was high
Smashing time of 2:01.8.
had been five yards longer would
arren, star Hatter football playscorer for the Gamma Phis with 10
undoubtedly have taken the race.
After a start which was delayed points." Ruth Blunden was high
,and then added single tallies in
The Independents gained a first
The surprises in the baseball world at this point, are the amazing
nearly eight minutes due to the scorer for the Kappas, also with 10
e sixth, seventh, and eighth inplace when King MacRury defeatshowings of two teams suspected as also-rans, the Pittsburg team and
jittery beha'vior, War Admiral points.
nings.
ed Marvin Scarborough of Theta
the fighting A.'s from Philadelphia. The Pirates have lost but three
broke away fast to assume the
On Thursday, the Alpha Phis
Kappa Nu in the 220-yard free
out of thirteen and are leading the league, while the Athletics are tied
Hal Brady hurled beautiful ball
lead at his position on the pole and defeated the Independents 42-33,
style. The two men swam neck
fur the top position in the American League race.
maintained a lead which easily after being behind in the first for five innings, but was then reand neck for the first one hundred
withstood Pompoon's closing drive half. Perry Oldham was again lieved by Goose Kettles, who was J a s p e r s W i n B y F o u r L e n g t h s and forty yards, but then MacRury
to the wire. Reaping Reward, one high scorer for the Alpha Phis, this promptly pounded all over the lot!
In Six M i n u t e s F l a t
eased out slightly and established a
d before he could settle down '
SIDELIGHTS: Vanderbilt beat Florida's baseball team, 4-2, at
of the pre-race favorites was ten time with 9 points. "Lightnin' "
two-yard lead, but Scarborough
Nashville, . . Harvard's crew outrowed Columbia and M. I. T. on
lengths behind and never figured in Hannahs also had 9 points. The Stetson had scored four runs on : R A C E ON H A R L E M R I V E R hung on so tenaciously that Macfive
hits.
After
the
disastrous
the Charles River, Saturday. . . Max Schmeling, German candidate
running.
Thetas then defeated the Pi Phis
Rury was powerless to lengthen
for heavyweight fistic honors, had to be in New York on ThursJockey Charley Kurtsinger, a na- 41-22 in the second game. Marcia; sixth, Kettles kept the Hatter hitStepping out to an early leac the narrow margin more than a
day so he failed to take the Hindenburg. . . The Tinker Field adtive of Louisville, who also rode Stoddard was high for the Thetas I ters well in check.
which grew steadily greater as the yard and finished with that marThe Tars connected consistently
dress given by Steven Barker whose name was called for the
Twenty Grand to victory in record with 13 points and Tampa Hyer
neared the finish line, Man- gin of three yards. Incidentally
S1050 bank night award was no hoax . . . he was a member of
time in 1929, carried out the pre- was high for the Pi Phis with 6 for long drives off Warren, but hattan's varsity crew easily defeat- MacRury was the only swimmer
many were pulled down by the ed the Washington and Lee eight from last year to retain his title.
Joe Stripp's baseball school, working for a chance at a $50 a
race strategy to perfection, getting points.
month job.
War Admiral, the betting favorite
The Archery tournament began alert outfielders. Curry Brady led by four lengths on the Harlem
Theta Kappa Nu came in oneat 5-2, out to a driving start and May 12, with the following enter- the Hollins sluggers with four hits River Saturday.
two in the diving when Dick BaldThe Manhattan sweep-swingers win and Al Swan placed well ahead
ed: Gamma Phi Beta, Lynn Bar- out of five trips to the plate.
hugging the rail all the way.
rowed over the Henley course of of the rest of the field. Both men
As a result of winning one of rett, and Skippy Arnold; Alpha
one and five-sixteenths miles in executed rather difficult dives in
the nation's richest turf prizes, Phis, Jane Miller and Margo Colthe good time of six minutes flat. a manner, which, while not finWar Admiral netted his owner, vin; Pi Phi, Elizabeth Mills and
The Jaspers settled down to a pow- ished, indicated that they had a
Florida Series
Mr. Riddle of Philadelphia, $52,000. Jane Harding; Phi Mu, Betty Short,
erful thirty-six beat stroke soon better mastery of the requirements
Jerome H. Loucheim collected and Kappa Kappa Gamma, Jeanne
after the racing start and rapidly than the others. Van Beynum of
\'ley. The second round will be
$6,000 for his horse's good showBatter
AB
Hi
left the light-weight Virginia boat the Phi Delts took third place.
ing, while Mrs. Mars, owner of played May 17th.
The Rollins baseball team will in the rear. The time for WashIn the 100-yard breast stroke,
MacPherson
1
Reaping Reward took $3,000 for
close its season with a brace of ington and Lee was six minutes Godfrey Koechert showed plenty of
show money.
games with the University of Flor- and fifteen seconds.
Gillespie
8
power in beating Hoy of the Theta
War Admiral was the secon*
ida at Gainesville Friday and SatWashington and Lee is the only
Nus and his teammate,
son of the famed Man O'War to
urday. Florida holds the edge on other college in the south besides Bills. If the race had been sideC. Brady
9
•
win the classic Derby, Clyd^ Van
the series to date having beaten Rollins and crew at the Lexington, stroke. Fuller of the Phi Delts
Dusen having come home a winMurray
6
;
the
Tars,
4-3,
and
then
battled
to
Va., school is still in its infancy. would probably have been declared
The annual state high school
ner over a track oozing with mud
in the slow time of, 2:10.8 in 1927. iseball tournament sponsored by a 3-3 tie in ten innings in Winter The crew has no coach although
winner, but inasmuch as it was
Mclnnis
3
John Lebus, the stroke, has the
Rollins College will be held Thurs- Park.
breast stroke event, he was disThe games will be played under position of advisory coach.
day, Friday and Saturday at Harqualified.
Jack Justice
'?
:
INTRAMURAL DIAMONDBALL per-Shepherd field in Winter Park. the time-saving rules devised by
The race is of interest to Rolthe
Gator
officials.
To
ha^'-ten
the
The
opening
tilt
will
get
underlins,
inasmuch
as
the
Tars
defeatDaunis
^
^
•
First Half Standings
over last year's crew which scored
way at 4:00 o'clock Thursday with game, there will be no warm-ups ed the Manhattan crew last spring Rollins' first collegiate victory over
Team—
Won Lost the finals being played off Satur- by pitchers or infielders between by half a length and then defeated Manhattan.
Miller
»
'
Phi Deta Theta
5
0
day aftei-noon. Lakeland High will innings, a batter will have strikes the Washington and Lee stalwarts
The Rollins crew will leave for
Joe Justice
^
'
be the defending champions, hav- called on him for delaying the by seven lengths this spring on the north in about ten days to race
Theta Kappa Nu
4
1
ing beaten New Smyrna, Leon High game while the pitcher will be Lake Maitland in the first college Washington and Lee again, ManKappa Alpha
3
2
Kettles
3
(
credited
with
balls
if
he
dawdles.
of Tallahassee and Andrew Jackcrew race ever held in the south. hattan, and Williams College .beIndependents
2
3
son of Jacksonville for the title The game will be the first of its These comparisons indicate that sides taking part in the New York
X Club
1
4
H. Brady
2
(
kind played by college teams.
last year.
Rollins is a very much improved Rowing Association Regatta.
Rho Lambda Nu
0
5
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Rollins Closes Its
Baseball Schedule
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CALENDAR FOR THE WEEK

THE

Vicky Morgan returned to the
campus last Friday after spending
three weeks in New York City.
Polly Raoul and Johnny Turner
"What do you think of this column?
spent Saturday and Sunday in
Jere Collinson: I'm a senior. I'm not supposed to think.
Sarasota.
Anne Roper and Tommy Costello
Joan Hyman and Grace Fazen: Too personal, but on the
drove to Winter Haven for the
whole a clever idea.
week-end.
Dotty Brinsky (Transfer, U. of Petrovitch U.S.S.Q.): I think
Lilah Nelson spent Sunday at
he's cute. (Ed.—You're off the subject.)
her home in Leesburg.
Jeanne Gillette visited friends in
Anne Roper: Some weeks it's K. 0., but other
Daytona Saturday afternoon and
o hot.
Sunday.
Vicky Morgan: I think it is an excellent idea, as it presents
Wesley Dennis and Al Swan
a medium through which the student body may voice their
spent the week-end at Al's home
likes and dislikes of varied complications that arise in conin Lakeland.
nection with campus life.
MorJ; Lichtenstein, John Homan,
Jeff Liberman, and Jack Hall drove
Andre Billy: Comr
to Miami for the week-end.
Frances Godwin visited her
Bamberger: As a c
; section of campus opinion it certaingrandparents in Jacksonville Satly is a narrow slice.
urday and Sunday.
Emily Oldham: He's too inquiring.
Betty Myers spent the week-end
at her home in Clearwater.
Chris Argy
It had great possibilities as a 2nd Winchell
Bob Hayes spent Sunday at his
column.
home in Webster.
"Twage": It's better than ;
• the twiddle that is used
Dick Baldwin, Dick Turk, George
as filler.
Victor, and Marvin Scarborough
drove to Miami Thursday for a
golf match with Miami U. They
returned Sundaiy.
Daphne Banks went to her home
in Eustis for the week-end.
Paul Bouton spent Saturday and
Sunday at his home in Lakeland.
Anne Whyte, Mink Whitelaw,
The fashionable week-end re- left the beach looking as only RolBob Vogel, Ellie Gwinn, and Marion Mclnnis spent Sunday in Sara- sort, the Pelican, was the rendez- lins students could make a beach
vous for most of the more elite look.
sota.
Rollins beach-goers Saturday and
These elite beach-goers who were
Sunday.
seen lolling at Coronado were Mary
Virginia Biddle, Barbara Biddle, Dudley, Lee Oldham, Chris ArgyLeigh Davis, and Harriet Young ris, Si Vario, Mary Gulnac, Betsy
spent Saturday night there.
Munson, Mr. and Mrs. Dean Gregg
As dawn peeped over the waves and Jean Ellen, Dave Poor, Mac
Pi Beta Phi held election of of- Sunday morning these aforemen- Cunningham, Wilma Heath, Hank
ficers for next year last Monday tioned elite Rollins students start- Lauterbach, Peggy Whiteley, Jack
ed to appear at Coronado to spread Justice, Dr. Holt, Anny Rutz, Lois
night.
their gay laughter and candid- Terry, Nelson Marshall, Grace
The newly elected officers are
camera clicks along the sandy, sun- TeiTy, Ray Hickok, Frannie WilMary Dudley, president; Jane
burned beach. Some of them seem- kinson, Wendy Davis, Babe Smith,
Harding, vice-president; Peggy
ed to have a difficult time getting H. Brown, Tom Phillips, Carroll
Bashford, recording
secretary;
there, what with broken fan-belts, Goodwin, Marcia Stoddard, Jane
Emily Oldham, corresponding seccarburetors, and flat tires. But Harding, Carol George, Alan Taulretary, and Polly Raoul, treasurer.
eventually every one arrived right bee, Bob Van Beynum, Jerre Colside up and the fun started.
linson, Marcelle and Sally HamWhile Pi-exy and his party were mond, Bill Spickers, R. Little, Dot
engaged in a snappy game of ten- North, Jack Clark, Carol Valennis, lo and behold, soaring from out tine, Jack Makemson, Ollie Wittthe skies, came Ollie Wittmer and mer, Jack Rich, Emily Showalter,
Phi Delta Theta held elections Alex Knothe in an Aeronca— and Buster Greaves.
for the fall term officers Monday skidded half way to Daytona, and
spread panic among the fast sunnight. May 3.
The new officers are Robert Van burning Rollinsites. Prexie's game
Beynum, president; James Haig, having been broken up, he retired
secretary; Dante Cetrulo, warden; to the shadows of the wing of the
George Fuller, choirister, and Sey- plane and spread out with hat, umbrella, et al. Then the candid
mour Ballard, chaplain.
cameras started with a vengeance.
Lead by Hickok and Franny, these
photographers
crowded around
poor Prexie until he surrendered
and posed for them all.
At lunch time the Pelican was
one mad house. One could see
cheese and ham sandwiches flying
(Continued from page 1, col. 6)
around and olives and pickles being snatched greedily.
on a silver platter. But you won't.
As the day wore on and the
Except the inevitable few of you. color of backs became darker or
But one thing all of you will do. redder, the crowd scattered and
When you are going to graduate,
you will give the same advice, follow the same pattern. Don't think
you won't. It will creep upon you
unawares. You will be the typical
college grraduate, just a statistic,
teeming with individuality.
Dr. Evelyn Newman, professor
of English at Rollins College, will
be the speaker at the annual meeting and luncheon of the Rollins
Women's Association next Saturday, May 15, at 1 P. M. at the College Commons.
We Quote . . .
Dr. Newman's subject is anAlthough in every mail we get
papers full of jokes, poems, and nounced as "The Colonel's Lady
definitions, it is seldom that we and Judy O'Grady".
see any that we like. But here are
a few that came in this week which
seem to be above the average. Hope
you like them!
iHe: "Does your lipstick come
off easily?"
She: "Oh, no! I always put up
a struggle."
Friend: "How was your fatherin-law looking when you last saw
him?"
Groom: "Straight down the barrel."

Pelican Is Rendevous Of
Elite Of Rollins Campus

Pi Beta Phi Holds
Elections Monday;
Dudley President

Officers Elected By
Phi Delts For Fall
Term Monday Night

5:00
8:15

E n t e r t a i n s A c t i v e C h a p t e r Of J
Gamma Phi Beta
j
TEA

GIVEN

ON

Aroxie Hagopian was hostess to i
the entire active chapter of Gam-1
ma Phi Beta and several alumnae!
at a supper party on Sunday night, |
May 9, given at her home.
j
After a delicious dinner, cooked
by Roxie herself, Ginny Smith
played the piano and every one
joined in a round of singing.
The guests were Skeeter Dean,
Cathie Bailey, Elsie Moore, Olga
Matthews, Alleyne Grimmer, Skippy Arnold, Ruth Hill, Lynne Barrett, Virginia Smith, Miss Enyart,
Mrs. Dick, Miss Lewter, Katherine
Moore, and Mrs. Anderson.

Barbara Donaldson and Virginia
McKee, Rollins and Gamma Phi
alumnae, spent the week-end at the
chapter house.
They were both in the class of
'33 and had not been back since
they were handed their degrees.
This in itself was surprising for
they live not far away, in Daytona.

Virginia Caroline
Roush '35, Is Bride
Of d'Albert-Lakes
Virginia Caroline Roush '35,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Franklin
W. Roush of St. Petersburg, became the bride of Philip J. A.
d'Albert-Lakes of Paris, France,
Saturday, May 1, at the First Presbyterian Church in St. Petersburg.
Miss Eleanor Roush '36 was the
maid of honor.
The couple sailed Tuesday aboard
the S.S. Paris for Paris, France.
They will make their home in
Paris, at 57 Rue de Bellechasse.

Organ Vespers at Knowles Memorial Chapel.
Student Recital, Opal Peters, violin, and Ruth Melcher, piano, at the Woman's Club.

THURSDAY, MAY 13
Annual State High School Baseball Tournament at HarperShepherd Field.

FRIDAY)

On Friday afternoon. Gamma
Phi opened its portals as usual and
welcomed the Rollins tea-goers.
This week the guests were mostly
girls and included Hai Begole, Zan
Birchbeck, Dot Hildreth, Emmy
Lou Groub, Fay Bigelow, Mrs.
Banzhaf, and Jo Matthews.

ALUMNI NEWS

WEDNESDAY. .MAY 12

FRIDAY, MAY 14
8:15

Rollins Student Players present "Broken Dishes" ,by
Martin Flavin, in the Annie Russell Theatre.

9:00

Orange County Interscholastic Speech Tournament
Opens in the Annie Russell Theatre.
Rollins Women Association Luncheon and Annual
Meeting in the College Commons.
Student Recital, Amelia Dailey, Law Mallard, at the
Woman's Club.

Jim Tullis, '36, \nsited on ca;
pus Saturday and Sunday.
Mi-s. J. Sherman Moore of Tamm^
pa spent the week-end in Winter
Park with her mother, Mrs. J. C.
Hanna, and her brother, Mr. A. ,1.
Hanna.
The Alumni Council will entertain the members of the senior
class at a dinner in the collcpi*
Commons the evening of May U'.

SATURDAY, MAY 15

1:00
8:15

SUNDAY, MAY 16
9:45

Morning Meditation in Knowles Memorial Chapel.

ROLLINS FLYING
GLUe GIVES OANGE
Informal
All-Collejre
Held S a t u r d a y

Danco

WEDNESDAY, MAY 19
11:65
5:00
6:45
8:15

!-act Play. .\nnie Russell
All-college Assembly.
Theatre.
Organ Vespers.
Alumni Senior Dinner in the College Commons.
Senior Recital. Mary Jane Meeker. Annie Russell
Theatre.

BAGHELLER GIVEN
By
Received It In New York Last
Week

"fine craftsmanship, sincerity and
truth."
'"You have a l w a ^ been actuated
by lofty artistic ideals, from which
you have never allowed yourself to
be swerved," the citation continued.
"Nor have you compromised, as
have many, by yielding to the
temptation of easy laurels won by
that meretricious art which seeks
to gratify the passing whim of the
unthinking."

GRAND MASTER'S MEDAL
Irving Bacheller, author, leading
citizen of Winter Park, and a
trustee of Rollins College, received
in New York last week the annual
award given by the Grand Lodge
of Masons of New Vork State for
distinguished achievement in the
field of art.
The award, known as the Grand
Master's Medal, was presented at
a session of hte annual meeting of
the Grand Lodge .
The citation read at the presentation praised Mr. Bacheller for his

Seniors Entertained
At Mrs. Wattles By
Kappa Kappa Gamma
The alumni of Kappa Kappa
Gamma entft^tained the seniors of
Delta Epsilon chapter Wednesday
night, May 5, at a supper at the
home of Mrs. W. A. Wattles.
A buffet supper was served at
7 o'clock.
The seniors, Jane Axline and
Grace Ten-y, were presented with
gifts from the alumni chapter.

MUSIC

IS

BY

VICTROLA

The Rollins Flying Club entcitained the college at an informa
all-college dance at the Solariu;
Saturday night. May 8.
The Solarium was decorated wi-,:
Flying Club signs and miniatiu.
airplanes.
Music was furnished by victro;,
records and dancing was held tan
inside and outside.
Punch was served throughout th.'
evening.
Chaperones were Dr. and Mrs. L
E. Kinsler, Dr. and Mrs. W. C,
Stone, and Mr. and Mrs. V. \ ,
Bowman.

Informal Meetings
To Be Held By Holt
For Departments
In order to discuss the work of
each department at Rollin.s and to
improve and strengthen thc functioning of the various departments,
President Holt will have the faculty meml>ers of all these departments spend informal evenings at
his home. Each department will
have a different time of meeting,
and every evening will be devotisi
to a different department.

SENIOR WRITES OF
LEAVING COLLEGE

Dr. Evelyn Newman
To Spealt At Dinner
Of Rollins Women

k<ftM<l^

Items

The dean of the agriculture college at Rutgers is noted for his
after dinner speeches. In a recent one he made these definitions: "A professor is one who
casts imitation pearls before real
A dean—Not smart enough to be
a professor but too smart to be
a president.
A president—Not good enough
to be a professor and too good to
be a dean.

Get Out
and Play
But first you must have the
proper wardrobe and equipment. . . And that's where we
come in. Visit the sporting
goods department and select a
pair of tennis shorts of cotton
gabardine, $1.95, a Spalding
tennis racquet, $3.96 to $16.50,
a racquet press to keep your
racquet in, 75c, and some tennis balls by Spalding, Wright
& Ditson or Goldsmith, 3 for
1.25. Then you can "get out
and play".

Taste that says "Come again'
Mildness that says "Come often"
. . . for the full measure of the good

Mezzanine Floor.

The Bennett Electric
Shop
242 E. Park Ave.

Phone 79

things you want in a cigarette

Yowell-Drew's
ORLANDO
Copyright 19J7, LiGGBrr & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

we mvite you to enjoy CHESTERFIELDS

